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C120
INSTRUMENTATION

Trumpet 1 in B ...............................1
Trumpet 2 in B ...............................1
Trumpet 3 in B ..............................1
Trombone 1 ......................................1
Trombone 2 ......................................1
Trombone 3 ......................................1
Tuba...................................................1
Timpani ............................................1
Percussion ........................................3

(Snare Drum, Bass Drum, Cymbals)
Harp ..................................................1
Violin I ..............................................8
Violin II.............................................8
Viola ..................................................5
Cello ..................................................5
Bass....................................................5

Full Score ..........................................1
Flute 1................................................1
Flute 2 (doubling Piccolo) ..............1
Oboe 1...............................................1
Oboe 2...............................................1
Clarinet 1 in B ................................1
Clarinet 2 in B ................................1
Alto Saxophone 1 in E  (opt.) ........1
Alto Saxophone 2 in E  (opt.) ........1
Tenor Saxophone B  (opt.) .............1
Bassoon 1..........................................1
Bassoon 2..........................................1
Horn 1 in F .......................................1
Horn 2 in F .......................................1
Horn 3 in F .......................................1
Horn 4 in F .......................................1

Arranged by Peter J. Wilhousky
Edited by Justin P. Tokke

Critical Edition for Orchestra
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Critical Notes

Context of the Original Wilhousky Editions 

The Battle Hymn of the Republic has become a revered anthem in the American repertoire. The source 
tune originates from old camp songs transcribed by William Steffe in the early-1800s as the hymn Oh!
Brothers Will You Meet Me on Canaan’s Happy Shore? In the Civil War the tune was later adapted for 
use as the Union army song John Brown’s Body. In 1862 Julia Ward Howe, poet and abolitionist, penned 
the lyrics for the Battle Hymn, pairing them with Steffe’s music. The song was published in 1862 and 
became extremely popular in the Union. During and after the World Wars, it gained fresh popularity in 
the twentieth century as an American patriotic song for the whole nation.

In 1959, the renowned and formidable Mormon Tabernacle Choir recorded an album with the Philadelphia 
Orchestra and Eugene Ormandy. For the recording they used Peter Wilhousky’s choral and orchestra 
arrangement published by Carl Fischer. The record went on to sell several million copies and won a 
Grammy Award in 1960 for best choral performance, even rising to No. 13 on the Billboard Charts. With 
radio and television widespread in America and several historical challenges ahead, the arrangement 
became synonymous with American patriotism. The arrangement has since seen many high profile 
performances such as at the inauguration and then state funeral of Ronald Reagan. 

Peter Wilhousky was an ethnic-Ukranian born in New Jersey in 1902. He showed great promise for 
music at a young age and was trained, and later taught, at Juilliard. He worked as an orchestrator for 
Arturo Toscanini’s NBC Symphony and was director of choral music in the New York City Public Schools. 
Between his choral conducting, teaching, and arranging, he earned a reputation as one of the forefathers 
of American choral pedagogy. Many of his arrangements, such as this one, are still popular today.

The origins of Wilhousky’s Battle Hymn arrangements are not clear. Carl Fischer’s relationship with 
Wilhousky began with the publishing of his famous Carol of the Bells in 1936, which has become a Christmas 
standard. Carl Fischer published his choral version of the Battle Hymn of the Republic in 1944, followed 
by orchestra and band accompaniments the following year: Wilhousky arranged the orchestral version 
himself while James Neilson, an esteemed band educator in his own right, arranged the band version. 
Judging from the musical characteristics of this edition, it is unlikely that Nielson had any consultation 
from Wilhousky’s orchestral score. The band arrangement takes much of the material found in the choral 
octavo’s piano accompaniment and expands it with rather thick textures and counterpoints reminiscent of 
a 1940s military band march, which would have been stylistically appropriate for the time. Various other 
voicings of the choral version were made over the years for men’s, women’s, and young choirs respectively. 
To summarize, six arrangements are extant:

SSATTBB Choral CM4743 arr. Wilhousky
SSA Choral CM6777 arr. Wilhousky
TTB Choral CM6778 arr. Wilhousky
SAB Choral CM9356 arr. Russell Robinson
Orchestra C120 arr. Wilhousky
Band J678 arr. Neilson
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Since both the orchestra and band versions share the choral source material and line up measure-for-
measure, a footnote was placed on all the different arrangements, that “the band, orchestra and choral 
arrangements may be used together for mass performance.” This tradition of combining the different 
arrangements is especially common at the high school level, such as All-State ensembles where the best 
students in the state will combine together in one large finale.1 Combining the arrangements is probably 
less common than the footnote might suggest, however. Given the logistical problems and style differences 
between the orchestra and band arrangements, it is rarely a euphonious whole. But there’s no good reason 
to discourage more bands, orchestras, and choirs to play together. It is a thrilling moment indeed when 
a couple hundred students unite from diverse ensembles to enthusiastically play a piece of quintessential 
Americana. In that spirit, these new Critical Editions have been adapted to alleviate some of the problems 
of combining the original editions. 

The New Critical Edition

After over 70 years, this new Critical Edition strives to correct and refresh the older editions. The process 
began with taking the original choral and orchestral versions, by Wilhousky himself, and updating their 
notation to modern standards. The orchestra arrangement was originally only published with a piano-
reduction/condensed score, and the nuance and usability of the materials suffered. A new full score was 
produced based on the extant parts to replace the condensed score. We have also re-engraved all the parts 
and fixed countless misprints and errors from the old handwritten copyists. In the process we also updated 
the notation practices and included such modern necessities as measure numbers and new rehearsal 
marks. Voice leading has been improved where applicable, and the D  Piccolo has been removed in favor 
of the far more common C Piccolo. Ambiguous instructions have been clarified in the score directly or in 
the Performance Notes below.

The band version presented more of a challenge. Instead of reviving Neilson’s arrangement, a new version 
was crafted that follows the orchestral score more closely. The new band arrangement allows much of the 
nuance and counterpoint in Wilhousky’s arrangement to shine through. Some differences to note are the 
snare drum ruffs (see Performance Notes), the extra trumpet fanfares, the extra trombone counterpoints, 
and (most notably) the clarinet arpeggios that obscure the choir’s first entrance. Much counterpoint from 
the orchestra version has been added and generous cross-cuing of the voices have been provided in case 
of performance without the choir. 

In the end, the choral editions, the new band arrangement, and refreshed orchestral arrangement are all 
harmoniously in sync with each other, both musically and practically in performance.  Any combinations 
of these arrangements are playable with the others far more effectively than before. It is the objective of 
this new version that such flexibility pays dividends for your next performances of this American classic.

— Justin P. Tokke (2017)

1 I was fortunate enough to participate in one of these mass performances myself as a young 
trombonist in the All-City High School Orchestra of New York. We combined with the All-City 
Band and All-City Choir of New York–the very ensemble that Wilhousky founded.
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Performance Notes

Note About Compatible Arrangements
All six of the Critical Editions of the Battle Hymn may be played alone or together in any combination:

Orchestra C120
Band J763
SSATTBB Choral CM4743*
SSA Choral CM6777*
TTB Choral CM6778*
SAB Choral CM9356*

*For the choral octavos, the Critical Editions replace the older editions but with the same layout. This 
allows for the older octavos and newer Critical Edition octavos to be used concurrently in rehearsal and 
performance. It is recommended that performers pencil in the new measure numbers and rehearsal marks 
on older octavos when mixing editions. 

Both the band and orchestral versions can be played without choir with the use of vocal cues placed 
throughout the arrangements. 

Saxophones
The two alto and tenor saxophone parts were included in Wilhousky’s version probably as filler parts to 
account for ensembles that were lacking in strings or horns. If no saxophones are available they can safely 
dispensed with; their parts are doubled elsewhere. They have been included here for completeness. 

Harp
In the case that the ensemble does not have a harp at their disposal, the harp part can be considered 
optional. Although it adds great effect to the a cappella section from mm. 82 to 91, the rest of the part is 
dispensable.  If the director so chooses, the part can be substituted with a piano or synthesizer.

m. 1: Snare Drum
In Neilson’s band edition, the snare drum part was written with four-note ruffs like so:

Since the ruffs are not original to the Wilhousky’s original score, they are not retained here. However, 
directors may choose to keep them according to their own taste. Interestingly, the bass drum is also absent 
from this section in the band version, so if the ruffs are to be retained, it is recommended that the bass 
drum remains tacet until m. 29.
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m. 47: Snare Drum 
Wilhousky calls for wire brushes on the snare drum in this section, a bit of a peculiar instruction. It is 
probably an attempt to soften the timbre of the snare drum so it doesn’t overpower the delicate pizzicato 
strings. The original instruction has been retained for completeness, but the director may opt to either 
keep the snare and bass drums tacet from mm. 47 to 62, then all percussion enters on the fourth beat of 
m. 62; or may simply play quietly with sticks as written. Either way, the rhythm should remain crisp and 
tight between all the accompaniment figures.

m. 81: Horn 3, 4
It may surprise many conductors, who are used to the old condensed score editions, to see this octave 
in horns 3 and 4. Indeed, the notes are present in the parts included with the original orchestral edition. 
However, the condensed scores made no mention of them. To further obfuscate matters, the band version 
eliminated these notes altogether, most likely because the original orchestral arrangement was not 
consulted by Nielson. So, through the inertia of hundreds (perhaps thousands?) of performances over 
seven decades with many ensembles simply assuming “that’s how it’s supposed to go,” many conductors 
cut off the entire ensemble at the third beat. Then the choir proceeded after a short caesura. (Even the 
great Eugene Ormandy performed it like this.) But Wilhousky’s original parts tell a different story where 
the horns bridge the gap and cleverly give the men of the choir their starting pitch. All the new editions 
properly incorporate this subtle but important detail, and all future performances are encouraged to resist 
the historical inertia of this passage and go with Wilhousky’s original intention.

m. 82: Colla voce
The original did not have a clear distinction of tempo here, so the marking “colla voce” has been added. This 
section is traditionally sung to the rhythm of the words with much expression. It is a common technique in 
choral music—especially American choral traditions like barbershop quartets, hymns, or gospel—where 
homophonic passages are stretched and pushed for emotional effect. In this case, the director should use 
his or her best judgment on stretching the tempo and expression. Below is one example that you can use 
to build your own interpretation:

m. 87: Choir 
Wilhousky’s original keeps Ward’s original words: “As He died to make men holy, Let us die to make men 
free.” However, it has become tradition in some circles to replace the word “die” with “live” to appropriate 
a more positive message and theology. (The first high-profile use of this was, of course, the Mormon 
Tabernacle Choir and Eugene Ormandy’s famous 1959 recording and the Choir has used this alteration 
ever since. Interestingly, most U.S. military choirs tend to keep the original lyric.) Both are provided for 
the director to choose which suits his or her ensemble best.
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